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Girls maybe prefer to attend cocktail parties rather than formal evening events because the former
is more comfortable and free. Indeed, comparing with some formal occasions, a cocktail reception is
easier for girls to show personality and own style. Unlike a formal sit-down dinner, the host of the
dance party provides hors dâ€™oeuvres instead. It is a good occasion for guests to talk and
communicate.

However, the free atmosphere does not mean you can attend such a party with common clothes.
Although the reception is not as formal as black tie or other special events, you should also dress
properly with a party skirt. Here I will introduce some important tips about how to wear ideal cocktail
gowns for receptions.

Firstly, choose proper attire. Attires for such a reception mean short length skirts. The mid-length
can be anywhere from above knees to several inches above the ankles. For a dance party, the
outfits maybe modern and stylish, but for a reception, what you wear should be elegant but also
chic. So choosing perfect cocktail dresses is not an easy thing. If you really confuse about what to
wear, a little black skirt is the first choice. This style is classic and enjoys a great popularity for many
years.

Accessory is also a key point for a cocktail party. There is no doubt that wearing simple but also
suitable jewelry will flatter the gown you wear. But do not over emphasize your accessories and just
choose one or two pieces. For example, a neckline or a pair of earrings will match your attire well. In
addition, a purse is also important. A good purse that you carry will make you more attractive.

Then you should choose proper shoes. Opt for a pair of comfortable high heels that match your
cocktail dress as you will take a long time in the party, talking, walking, even dancing, so
comfortable shoes should be prepared in advance. At least, no matter how high the high heels are,
you should make you feel comfort when you select it. One of my friends once suffered a lot in a
dance party just because she wears a pair of stylish but never comfortable shoes. So keep this tip in
mind.

The last but not the least, style yourself well. Cocktail parties are the events that everybody appears
well and polished. If you want to change the usual impression that you have left on others, this is a
good chance. Wear a stunning skirt with appropriate jewelries, shoes, make-up and hairstyle, you
will shine and surprise everyone in the party. Just remember what the tips that have mentioned
above about cocktail dresses, you will be the star in the night. Hope you all enjoy the party.
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